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Introduction
This was the first time that this specification has been examined, and judging by the queries
raised by centres in the run up to the examination in June, there was considerable trepidation
on their part. It is to be hoped that they will have been re-assured , first by their sighting of the
questions and more importantly by the results they receive. No complaints about the paper were
received and it is to be hoped that this indicates that candidates found it fair and accessible.
Clearly the ability range of those entering was wide but the paper appears to have worked in the
sense that the most able were stretched and the less talented were still able to attempt answers
to both parts of the examination.
The new specification is a direct descendant of the old Unit 4, which has become part A of the
new examination and old Unit 6, which has taken on a renewed life-form as part B of the new
examination. There are , however, important differences, particularly between old Unit 6 and
the new part B. As far as part A is concerned, the traditional essay, the major differences relate
to the mark scheme. The essay is now marked out of 30 not 60 and the level 5 is broader so that
essays which formerly would have attained high level 4 in old Unit 4, will now be awarded level
5 in the range 25-27. Part B like the old Unit 6, addresses AO1 and AO2 but it is important to
realise that it is AO2 b not AO2 a. Candidates are not required to evaluate the sources in terms
of provenance for the most part and are not invited to assess their reliability. All the extracts
are from secondary sources and it is to be hoped that candidates will recognise the differing
‘views’ presented or emphasised and be able to set them in the wider context of the nominated
controversy. A minority of candidates appeared to believe that they were required to assess the
reliability in terms of the date when the extract was written or in terms of the title of the book,
from which it was taken. In general this was a mistake and added little to the quality of the
responses. Part B answers are given two marks , one out of 16 for AO1,both a and b, and one out
of 24 for AO2b.
As expected, there were far more entrants for the French option than for the British and within
the French option most candidates chose the first controversy option, The Fall of the French
Monarchy. On the British alternative, the Standard of Living controversy attracted very few
takers. On all four controversies, almost all candidates were able to appreciate some of the
differences within the sets of extracts and in this sense all were accessible. However a clear
area of differentiation was in appreciation of the nuances of meaning and emphasis and this is
addressed in detail below. In each of the two alternatives, Part A questions addressed , two bullet
points of the specification.
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Question 1
Question 1-was clearly challenging to many candidates who lacked the precise knowledge of 1793
to answer the question . Centres should have taught this as it is mentioned in the specification
‘students should have an understanding of the bitter divisions within the new Republic between
the supporters and opponents in 1793’. Also ’Students should understand how the Jacobin terror
evolved and the work of the Committees of General Security and Public Safety in securing the
revolution against its internal foes and invading foreign enemies in 1793-94.’ Some candidates
did appreciate the scale of the opposition in France and the range of foreign enemies threatening
the frontiers at the same time. This together with the economic challenges amounted to a very
large crisis indeed for the new Jacobin rulers in Paris. However the very best did try to assess the
limitations of the threats as this candidate does.
"The Vendee Rebellion and the Federalist Revolts of 1793 were a threat to
the internal security of France and thus the Jacobin Government as they
lost control in these aresas and important towns of Lyon, Marseilles and
Toulon. However, these groups of rebels never co-ordinate their efforts
against the Jacobin Government. Indeed the rebellions were largely small
scale affairs, the rebels in Marseilles could only muster 4000 men and
even then they were unwilling to stray far from their homes, thus the
threat to the Jacobins was in localised areas."
The candidate goes on to stress the importance of Paris as a centre of Jacobin power from
whence that power could be projected to control France, and the importance of the Levee en
Masse in creating a vast army with which to defeat invading forces . The response gained a clear
level 5.

Question 2
Question 2 was almost equally popular and on the whole much better done.
The best answers did appreciate the significance of the preamble to the Charter and provide
some detail on the Charters’ provisions. Clearly candidates had to range over the whole period
of 1814-1830 before reaching a judgement.
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Examiner Comments
A good start was made by this candidate.
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Question 3
Question 3 provided plenty of opportunity for candidates to debate the proposition
and thus secure levels 4 or 5. Very few simply assented to the proposition without
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Examiner Comments
This is a fascinating response which is printed in its entirety. It provides
the basis for an excellent answer but in view of its extraordinary
brevity, it was only awarded 10 marks.
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Question 4
Question 4 clearly addresses the old chestnut of 1822 as a turning point in Lord Liverpool’s
administration. Candidates were well aware of the changes in personnel in 1822 and of the
reforms executed by Peel at the Home Office, and Robinson and Huskisson at the Exchequer
and Board of Trade respectively. The best were also aware of the continuity and of course
the importance of Liverpool himself, a far from reactionary figure in terms of finance and the
economy if not in political reform. An excellent succinct introduction was provided by the
following candidate who eventually received 28 marks for their response.
"There is much debate among historians as to whether 1822 marks a shift
in the nature of Lord Liverpool’s government. Some historians argue
that the ideology of the government became what was known as ‘Liberal
Toryism’ although what seems more likely is that there was a continuity
of the period 1812-22 and natural changes in the economy made the
government appear more liberal."

Question 5
Question 5 on the downfall of constitutional monarchy in France was the controversy question
answered by the most candidates and there were some very good answers with candidates
appreciating the obvious and less obvious differences between the three sources. It is important
that responses be source driven with additional knowledge integrated where possible with the
sources. It is of course highly appropriate that issues not touched on or merely hinted at by the
sources be also brought in to the response and developed. In this case the issue of the impact
of war, indirectly alluded to in source 2 might be extensively developed . A common error in
many responses was a failure to focus on the economic problems of 1791-92 referred to in Source
1. A distressing number of candidates wrote extensively about the economic and financial
problems of 1788-89. In contrast better candidates supplemented the points made in the source
by explaining the inflation caused by the depreciating assignats. As always the best responses
inter-linked different sources, as well as developing points with own knowledge. An excellent
paragraph showing this is the following:
"Source 3 argues that the real role of the deteriorating economic
situation was not the breakdown of order but ‘demands for a republic
returned and developed.’ This suggests that the economic situation was
important in the downfall of the monarchy as it allowed the radicals to
link economic protest to their ideological demands for a republic. This
added strength to the republican movement indeed source 1 supports
this argument writing ‘the political temperature in a rapidly polarising
situation was raised by the deteriorating economic situation."

After nine sides of well argued debate using the sources and own knowledge the response
achieved marks of 14 and 20. It is worth pointing out that AO1 involves not only recall of
appropriate facts but the ratiocination requisite for structuring a response. Some slight
misunderstanding of source 1 weakened what was otherwise a very impressive answer.
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Question 6
Question 6 was slightly less popular but attracted some excellent answers. Most candidates
appreciated the general outline of the controversy and could set the extracts into the debate.
Most could recognise that the essential difference between the two sources lay in emphasis not
contradiction. In fact the explanations could be rendered complimentary. Candidates were able
to develop the reference in Source 4 to a prime cause of France’s success being the ‘division of
its enemies’ and illustrate the cooperation of 1813-14 as a cause of France’s downfall. There
were plenty of points in source 5 to develop with own knowledge as the following example from
an able candidate does, using the 1809 campaign against Austria. There is also a very apposite
cross reference with source 4.

Examiner Comments
Very few candidates were able to develop or even pick up on the
reference in source 5 to Napoleon’s time having gone i.e he was no
longer the hero of reformers and progressives but an overbearing tyrant.
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Question 7
Question 7 was almost popular amongst the very small number of entrants for this alternative.
Candidates were in general well informed about the Peterloo Massacre and able to place it in
its historical context. The following brief introduction has focus but could have done with a
little more supplementary knowledge and a recognition of the differences between the extract
by Read and that by Thompson. Very few drew attention to the local dimension emphasised in
Source 7 by Read.
"The Peterloo massacre has been an event of historical controversy since it occurred in 1819, and
remains in debate with historians. While R J White agrees that it had little significance, Read
and Thompson maintain that it was a significant event which ‘hardened’ political antagonisms in
Britain."
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Question 8
Question 8 offered plenty of scope for discussing the standard of living debate and of the small
number taking this option there were some excellent answers.
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Examiner Comments
The introduction to a response sets up the debate and identifies
the ‘views ‘ of the three authors in an effective fashion. Why the
candidate uses two paragraphs is a mystery and one would have been
better. The overall essay was of a high standard and achieved 34
marks
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Grade boundaries
Grade

Max. Mark

A*

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

70

54

48

42

36

30

25

Uniform boundary mark

120

108

96

84

72

60

48

‘a* is only used in conversion from raw to uniform marks. It is not a published unit grade.’
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